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Q&A table regarding technical specification (Employer’s requirements) in accordance with point 5.6 of Terms of Tender. 

 

Please also refer to point II.1.C of the Notice: Detailed technical specification (Employer’s requirements) constitute an integral part of the Tender Documentation 

and is available in the registered office of the Ordering Party and, at Bidder’s written request, shall be sent to the Bidder by post or e-mail by the expiry of the 

bids’ submission date set out in point 6.12 of the Terms of Tender. 

TENDER 

02/EU/T2/RTG 

REGARDING PURCHASE AND DELIVERY OF FIFTEEN FULLY ELECTRICAL RUBBER 

TYRE GANTRY CRANES  
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No Question 

  

Answer 

1 
Employers Requirements Clause 4. – The Spreader 
Can you please confirm the quantity of spreaders required? (1 per RTG crane? Any spare 

spreaders required?) 

  We require one spreader per one RTG 

2 

Employers Requirements Clause 7.1 – Auxiliary Diesel Genset 

Can you please confirm the expected speed of the hoist when empty container handling? 

Can you please confirm the expected speed of gantry travel / stack transfer speed when 

operating on auxiliary Genset power?  

Simultaneous motion required when operating on auxiliary Genset power?  

As regenerative resistance is required when operating with the standard full size diesel 

generator, should the regenerative resistance be installed on each RTG or will this be 

included as part of the Port supplied full size diesel generator? 

  Regarding 7.1. Auxiliary Diesel Generator Set: 

There should be written empty spreader hoisting instead empty container hoisting.  

Empty spreader  hoisting with speed minimum 10 m/min 

Gantry Travel with speed minimum 40m/min 

Simultaneous motion of gantry travel and empty spreader hoisting is required. 

We do not require resistance box for full size diesel generator but for auxiliary generator set 

installed on each crane. Please see question and answer no 59 

3 

Employers Requirements Clause 8.2.1 – Main Power Supply 
We note that you have selected a 1 kV power supply which results in a large diameter HT 

cable and cable reel for 350meters of travel. Could the existing high voltage supply for the 

STS cranes be considered instead? 

  1kV power supply is optimal because of the safety rules and the need to  change relatively 

frequent the container stacks and lines. 

4 

Q1: Clause 2.1 To shorten the duty cycles crane must be designed and able to do 

simultaneous moves like hoist and lowering, trolley-travel and “inching” in gantry travel 

direction. 

Is it acceptable to provide the solution of simultaneous moves in hoist and trolley travelling 

directions, not include “inching” in gantry travel direction, since it is understanding that 

inching function is not be used during operation? 

  No, we require the functionality including “inching”. 

5 

Q2: Clause 2.3 Steel quality 

Is it acceptable to use equivalent steel standard as Q235B to S235JR, and Q345D to 

S355J2+N? 

  According to our Technical Specifications: “The offered crane as well as all its mechanical 

and electrical components with the control system must fulfil the requirements or preferable 

exceed them. Every equipment which is offered must comply with the required expectations in a 

clear way or must be doubtlessly equivalent to the specified.”. 

The equivalent steel is acceptable however it must be demonstrated before manufacturing  that 

it is the same or better quality. 

6 

Q3: Clause 3.1 Main dimension 

Is it acceptable to propose max. overall width of RTG 29.4m and overall length 14.5m? 

  No, we confirm the dimensions as required in the Technical Specifications. 

7 

Q4: Clause 3.1 Max. pressure on pavement 159 kN/wheel 

Is it acceptable to propose the max. pressure on pavement : 169 kN/wheel on rated load and 

max. operating wind condition? 

  Unfortunately, the pavements were designed for maximum loads of 159kN/wheel so the 

change is impossible. 
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8 

Q5: Clause 5.1 The main beams and legs as well as sill beams shall be connected via flange 

joints and HSFG (High Strength Friction Grip) bolts. The different beams should be 

connected with flanges. 

Is it acceptable to propose the main steel structure be connected via weld joints? Flange 

joints will be used for the purpose of leg-shift sea-transportation if required. 

  Unfortunately, we wish to sustain those requirements. 

9 

Q6: Clause 7.1 -71 dB inside any point of the operator’s cabin. -71 dB around the crane 

Is it acceptable to propose as below? 

-75dBA inside operator’s cabin. 

-95dBA at 1 m distance diesel-generator under full Load Condition. 

We cannot comply with noise level 71 dBA at specified area. 

  We can accept conditions as follows. Please remember that this is auxiliary power generator: 

“The enclosure must have damping insulation to obtain during normal work the sound 

emission on a level not higher than: 

-71 dB inside any point of the operator’s cabin 

-80 dB at one meter from any corner of diesel generator set when engine is running at 

maximum speed and full load.” 

 

10 

Q7: Clause 7.3 TROLLEY TRAVEL BRAKES 

Is it acceptable to propose the trolley drive with direct drive (two separate motor-reducer 

groups)? 

  Yes, it is acceptable to deliver trolley drive with direct drive. 

11 

Q8: Clause 7.5 Trim and Skew: Both functionalities must work simultaneously and 

separately. 

Is it acceptable to propose these two function only work separately? We cannot comply 

with trim and skew working simultaneously. 

  No,  Trim and skew should work simultaneously 

12 

Q9: Clause 8.9 Terminal boxes, located outdoors, should be made of stainless steel to IP65. 

Is it acceptable to propose outdoor boxes with IP55? We cannot comply with outdoor 

boxes with IP65. 

  We can accept also IP55, i.e.: “Terminal boxes, located outdoors, should be made of stainless 

steel, protection IP55, fitted with hinged covers and anti-condensation heaters.” 

 

13 

Q10: Clause 8.15 Power to variable frequency AC motor drives shall be supply via 

dedicated special motor cables. 

Is it acceptable to propose the conventional motor cables? As the bidder’s experience and 

motor supplier’s guide, the special motor cables is no necessary. 

  No, we cannot accept conventional cables in this case. 

14 

Q11: Clause 8.16 CCTV SYSTEM 

Is it acceptable to propose The normal CCTV with four camera at four corner? 

  It’s acceptable to use analog CCTV system instead of IP. The other requirements please follow 

in our Technical Specifications. 

15 

Q12: Clause 16 The total dry film thickness of the paint system is minimum 250 microns. 

Is it acceptable to follow minimum 250 microns dry film thickness of paint system, but 

paint procedure/cycles will in accordance with TEREX NOELL standards. 

  We require the paint system according to the Technical Specifications or better. Please see I.1 

Introduction to the Technical Specification: 

“The offered crane as well as all its mechanical and electrical components with the control 

system must fulfil the requirements or preferable exceed them. 

Every equipment which is offered must comply with the required expectations in a clear way or 

must be doubtlessly equivalent to the specified.” 

16 

Q13: Clause 16 The zinc coating is typically in excess of 70 microns thick 

Is it acceptable that Zinc coating will follow ISO 1461 standards? 

  We require the paint system according to the Technical Specification or better. Please see 

answer No 15. 
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17 

Q14: Clause 17 Drawings and diagrams should be provided in format readable in PDF and 

general crane assembly drawings in format readable in PDF and also in format readable in 

AutoCAD. 

Is it acceptable that Only provide PDF format documents? 

  Unfortunately, for further needs we require also AutoCAD drawings. 

18 

1. Technical specification, section 8.2.1, “Feed point”:  

- We are not quite sure about the meaning of the first sentence “The Supplier 

must deliver all sets of complete feed point equipment …” 

- Please advise if it means that the Supplier shall provide the crane power 

supply cable, and the plug at the end of the cable? And the Employer would 

provide the yard junction box, connection socket, and the necessary cable 

trenches. 

 

  The Supplier shall deliver cable reels, crane power supply cables with plugs on the cranes. 

Additionally Supplier should deliver yard junction boxes, connection sockets and all other 

fittings which must allow the cranes to lay the cable on the pavement evenly distributed  and 

would prevent pulling out the plug from the socket. Further the cables will be laid directly on 

the yard pavement without any trenches or supports. However if any trenches are indispensable 

directly at the junction boxes for functioning of the connections thus the Supplier should 

deliver funnels and/or flumes  etc.  made of stainless steel and design, instructions, drawings as 

well as instruction for civil works needed for correct installation. All fittings must be installed 

by the Supplier after the civil works are finished according to his instructions. 

The number of connection points, sockets and other furniture must comply with Technical 

Specifications IV. Facility Conditions which specifies how many cranes must be able to work 

on one stack. 

19 

2. Technical specification, section 8.4, paragraph “Standard E-stops”: 

- We are not quite sure about the meaning of the sentence “Main emergency 

stops shall be blocked by a locker with a key which allows putting out the 

key in each position”. 

- Does this mean that there is a key switch, and when that switch is activated 

by the key, then the emergency stop is activated, no matter in which position 

the actual E-stop buttons are? In other words, this function would provide 

safety to the maintenance personnel, as they can be sure that nobody will be 

able to move the crane while maintenance works are on-going 

  This should be emergency stop push button key release. The key can be pulled out in both 

position (pushed / released). The E-stop can be activated (pushed) with key or without it but 

the key is indispensable to release the E-stop and connect the power. 

20 

3. Technical specification, section 8.2.1, “Technical documentation”: 

- Please advise if service crane will be required for these RTGs, as it has been 

briefly mentioned in this documentation paragraph only, but not in those 

paragraphs where the crane machinery details have been specified. 

 

  It is mistake, the service crane is not required. 

21 

“The system shall allow positioning of the container. In result of it the position of 

container on the chassis will match the position of the crane spreader. All four flippers on 

the spreader shall be placed on the corners of the container without any extra moves either 

the chassis nor the long gantry of the crane and the twistlocks shall lock on the container.” 

Please advise if a signaling system for the truck driver is an acceptable solution. Or if not, 

what other functionality is expected from this system?  

 

  Yes, such solution is acceptable but must assure correct functionality in all cases of the existing 

environmental conditions like snow, sun, noise, etc. 
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22 

“The crane shall be ready to further semi automation of operations. It means that 

modification to semi automation operations must be possible and relatively easy to 

implement. The Automated Positioning System should allow integration with existing 

Terminal Operating System, allowing hands-free container positioning and update in 

Terminal Operating System”.  

Please advise the requirements for the Automated Positioning System. Such as, is it so that 

the crane would be able to bring the container automatically to the correct location in the 

stack by automated trolley and hoist motions under the driver’s supervision, and the 

containers would be lifted to the truck / from the truck manually by the driver?  

 

  Yes, the crane should be able to bring the container automatically to the correct location in the 

stack by automated trolley and hoist motions under the driver’s supervision. At this stage the 

containers would be lifted to the truck / from the truck by the crane operator. 

23 

1. If any equipment or features are indispensable for proper operation or maintenance of 

the crane or obtaining valid technical certificates and insurance policies and are not 

mentioned in this specification it is deemed this equipment or elements must be supplied 

with the crane. 

Our price will be based on the proposed supply scope including the cranes, listed 

spare parts and maintenance tools. Anything else than the propose supply scope will 

not be included in our offer. 

  We confirm our requirements in this point. It should protect the Employer from omissions. 

24 

2.3 All crane mechanisms, electrical or electronic equipment as well as the elements of the 

mechanisms and equipment must be of European origin. 

Our proposal is based on that major components like motor, brake, spreader, 

gearboxes, electrical drive with European brand, other to be high quality Chinese 

products 

  We confirm the requirements as in the Technical Specifications. 

25 

2.3 The steel quality must fulfil: 

EN 10025 

S235JR 

S355J2+N 

Welding required standards: 

EN 29692 

EN 756 

EN 440 

ISO 5817 

All welders employed during manufacturing of the crane must be qualified and certified 

what should be confirmed by third party authorities. 

We propose that the steel is Chinese products and major structure steel is A709-50-2 

auxiliary structure steel is Q235 

 

We propose that the welding standards comply to AWS D 1.1 

ISO5817 

  According to our Technical Specifications: “The offered crane as well as all its mechanical 

and electrical components with the control system must fulfil the requirements or preferable 

exceed them. Every equipment which is offered must comply with the required expectations in a 

clear way or must be doubtlessly equivalent to the specified.”. 

The equivalent steel is acceptable however it must be demonstrated before manufacturing  that 

it is the same or better quality. The same regarding the welding standards. 
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26 

4. Spreader Type: all electric with reliable structure and made by experienced manufacturer 

fully compatible and replaceable with existing on the DCT terminal YSX 40E II type. 

In case the new spreader is requested to be interchangeable with existing Bromma 

spreader, and the communication protocol between STS/RTG/RMG and spreader is 

through Bromma CAN type, then the communication components called "node" shall 

be provided by the buyer/employer since Bromma do not sell it separately. 

  We have multi-signal communication between the spreader and the RTG crane. There is no 

CAN communication. 

27 

8.2.1 Cable length: 350 meters 

Gantry travel length is 350 meters. 

  Cable length: 350m plus margin for 350m gantry travel  

28 

8.2.1 Power Circuits: ab. 400V 50Hz 

Control Circuits: 115V A.C. 50Hz, 24V D.C. 

Power circuit voltage shall be accorded to electrical control system standard. 

Contral circuit voltage is 230VAC, 24VDC, otherwise shall be accorded to electrical 

control system standard. 

  We can accept also  Control Circuits: 230V A.C. 50Hz, 24V D.C however we would prefer 

115V A.C. 50Hz, 24V D.C. 

 

29 

8.2.1 The LV cable should be connected to the special junction box via cable clamp drum. 

The parts shall be supplied with crane. 

The Supplier must deliver all sets of complete feed point equipment allowing two-way pay 

out of the crane power supply cable, according to requirements placed in p. III. FACILITY 

CONDITIONS, regarding both the quantity and locations. 

As mentioned two-way pay out of the crane power supply cable, it's meaning that 

junction box have two socket for both side, at this moment, we will provide eight 

junction boxes. Please confirm that how many junction boxes shall be provide for this 

project? 

  The number of connection points, sockets and other furniture must comply with Technical 

Specifications, IV. Facility Conditions. Please see also question and answer no 18 

30 

8.3.1 COMPUTER 

The electrical house of each crane should be equipped with industrial range PC laptop for 

interface communication with PLC, Crane Management System, Drives, Engine Set 

controller. 

The electrical house of each crane should be equipped with industrial range computer 

for CMS. 

  We still require PC laptop as specified. 
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31 

13.3 Security system against unauthorized crane usage. Inside the cabin should be access 

point system which allows to start and operate the crane only after the operator swapped 

the magnetic card over the reader. The system should record the card number and recognise 

the name of operator assigned to the specific card number. Additionally it should 

remember for at least 90 days the date, hour, minute and second when the operator 

swapped the card on the start and when the operator switched off the crane what should 

finish the authorisation time. Those data, including history and current situation as well as 

suitable reports should be available ONLINE remotely on existing computers located in the 

Administration Building of the terminal. System should work with magnetic cards existing 

on the terminal, type ATS 1745 proximity cards, manufactured by UTC Fire and Security. 

We suggest operator's cabin card reader system shall be provided by end user. We 

have no any experience for UTC Fire and Security company. Our basic offer doen't 

incluing this system. 

  There is no need to know UTC Fire and Security company, this is typical standard. We require 

the system according to p.13.3. 

 

32 

13.3 the installation for data transfer and power supply for RDT unit and RFID reader 

according to the instruction issued by IT department. 

We only provide the space to installation. All devices doesn't including our scope. 

  We require space for installation, chucks, cabling with power supply and data transmission. 

33 

2.3 Electrical installations: 

V.D.E. - Regulations for the Erection of Power Installations with rated voltages below 

1000V. 

I.E.E. Regulations for Electrical Installations 

C.P. 1014 - Protection against climatic conditions. 

Motors and generators: 

V.D.E. 0530 - Rating. 

BS EN 60034 - Motor Standard. 

Cables: 

VDE 0281 - P.V.C. Cables in Power Installations 

VDE 0113-1 - Safety of Machinery 

Switchgear 

DIN EN 60947-1 - Low-Voltage Switchgear and Control gear 

BS EN 60947-4.1 - Low-Voltage Switchgear and Control gear 

Electrical installation, cables and swithgear shall be complied with IEC standard and 

European standard. 

Motors and generators shall be complied with IEC standard. 

  According to our Technical Specifications: “The offered crane as well as all its mechanical 

and electrical components with the control system must fulfil the requirements or preferable 

exceed them. Every equipment which is offered must comply with the required expectations in a 

clear way or must be doubtlessly equivalent to the specified.”. 

The equivalents are acceptable however it must be demonstrated before manufacturing  that it 

is the same or better quality. 

34 

2.3 All descriptions on control panels and maintenance places must be in Polish language. 

All descriptions on control panels and maintenance places be in English language. 

  All descriptions in Polish is a must resulting from law. 

 

35 

8.1 Power compensation and suitable filter systems must be included to obtain correct 

power factor and low level of noises acc. to EU standard EN 61000-3-2; EN 61000 3 4. 

The system should dynamically regulate a factor with min. 0,96 power factor in every 

operation. 

Average power factor shall not less than 0.9 only when control on. 

  Your proposal is beyond standards acceptable in Poland and would result in higher cost of 

electric power.  However, we reduce the required power factor to 0,94. 
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36 

8.2.1 LV transformer should be suitable for this application and of oil type, hermetically 

sealed, equipped with suitable electrical protections. 

LV transformer should be suitable for this application and of dry type. 

  We require oil transformers. 

37 

8.2.2 MOTORS 

Gantry Travel Motors 

Protection min. IP 56. 

Type of work S3 – 60%. 

Trolley Drive Motors 

Type of work S3 – 60%. 

Hoist Motor 

Protection min. IP56. 

Type of work S3 – 60%. 

Gantry travel motors is IP55 and type of work S2-60min. 

Trolley and hoist motor is S1 continuous, hoist motor shall have IP55 protection. 

  Please follow our Technical Specifications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

38 

8.3 All equipment must allow simultaneous operation of all motions. Thus the crane 

operator must have a possibility to hoist, trolley travel and gantry travel at the same time. 

We suggest the simultaneous operation of hoist and trolley, trolley and gantry travel. 

  Please follow our Technical Specifications. 

 

39 

8.4 Wireless emergency stop 

We don’t recommend to use wireless emergency stop on the RTG cranes. 

  We understand you attitude but it is still our obligatory requirement. 

40 

8.9 Terminal boxes, located outdoors, should be made of stainless steel to IP65 , fitted with 

hinged covers and anti-condensation heaters. 

Junction boxes shall be made of stainless steel to IP55 without anti-condensation 

heaters. 

The small terminal boxes, outlet boxes shall not be made of stainless steel. 

  We can accept IP55 but heaters are still required  i.e.: “Terminal boxes, located outdoors, 

should be made of stainless steel, protection IP55, fitted with hinged covers and anti-

condensation heaters.” 

 

 

41 

8.10 Main beam Floodlighting 

Type: HPS (high pressure sodium) 400 Watt or LED equivalent 

Trolley 

Type: Metal Halide (400 Watt) or LED equivalent 

Gantry Travel 

Type: Halogen - (4 x 500 Watt) or LED equivalent 

ACCESS LIGHTING 

Each ladder, staircase, platform and walkway should have suitable illumination by halogen 

floodlights or LED equivalent giving as a minimum 50Lux illumination. 

We recommend to use high pressure sodium 400 Watt floodlighting for all the 

working area. 

Each ladder, staircase, platform and walkway shall have suitable illumination by 

LED giving as a average 20 Lux illumination. 

  Please follow our Technical Specifications. 
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42 

8.11 Inside the power generator house should be located overhead and at least two non-

fluorescent 100W lights giving light fully sufficient for maintenance works. 

Inside the power generator house shall be located overhead and fluorescence lighting 

giving light fully sufficient for maintenace works. 

  Please follow our Technical Specifications. 

 

43 

8.14 The cables in the Energy Chain 

The range of work of cables should be -35C to 100C. 

The energy chain power cables' temperature working range is -35 °C to +90 °C, and 

the energy chain fiber optic cable's temperature working range is -20 °C to +60 °C. 

  This is partially acceptable, i.e. ‘The range of work of copper cables should be -35C to +90C 

and -35C to +60C for fiber optic.’ 

. 

44 

14. The crane should be equipped with diagnostic tools and PC(USB) interfaces including 

software for easy access to the devices which are installed on the crane 

There should be delivered one full set of diagnostic tools per five cranes. The PC interfaces 

like software, computer hardware, peripheral devices should be delivered one set per crane. 

The diagnostic tools with PC, as we called CMS (crane mangement system). Each 

crane shall be equipped with CMS.  

And there shall be delivered one full set of laptop computer with tools as per five 

cranes, total 3 sets of laptop for this project. 

  This is acceptable. 

45 

17. Drawings and diagrams should be provided in format readable in PDF and general 

crane assembly drawings in format readable in PDF and also in format readable in 

AutoCAD. 

All drawing and diagrams shall be provided in format readable in PDF only. 

  We confirm our requirements as in the Technical Specifications  

46 

18. A training for maintenance staff shall be arranged in DCT Gdansk location and should 

be performed in Polish language. 

Training for maintenace staff shall be perfomed in English language. 

  We confirm our requirements as in the Technical Specifications 

47 

9.1;9.2 The air conditioning and heating shall be provided to maintain conditions of 20℃ 

and 50 percentage relative humidity as well as suitable air replacement and circulation. 

Air conditioning  provided by most original equipment manufacturer's  that can 

usually maintain conditions  of 25±2℃℃℃℃ and with dehumidified function，，，，but without 

50 percentage relative humidity. 

 

  We confirm our requirements as in the Technical Specifications 

48 

Add  

Port short circuit capacity 

Please provide the port short circuit capacity in order to verify the size high voltage 

component. 

  LV-1kV 

Ik"3phase ~ 12 k A 

49 

Add 

Existing crane Layout drawing 

In order to meet the port operation requirement and finish the project in timely 

manner, please provide the existing crane operator console and other control station‘s 

layout drawing.   

  It will be provided to the winner of the tender procedure. 
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50 

Add 

Drive and control system 

We propose to use Siemens Drives and PLC, the others will be supplied and 

integrated by XXX. All designing, installation, wiring (panel), commissioning will be 

carried out by XXX engineer. On-site warranty service is also XXX's responbility. 

  Every type of drive and control system which meets the Technical Specifications is acceptable. 

51 

Add 

GPS for gantry auto-steering 

We only provide on board PLC interface, on board GPS and remote base station and 

antenna for site use, other device should be provided by the buyer, e.g. yard map, 

TOS interface module & protocol, GPS radio frequency and etc.. And the port device 

installation should be done by port, e.g. mast and port antenna cabling etc.The 

Steering accuracy is +/-100 mm.Since the reliable operation of GPS system depends 

on the excellent signal from satellite. If GPS is obstructed by STS or other structure, 

it usually can not make precise positioning, which will result in auto steering failure, 

then the operator must shift to manual steering. Such cases usually happened on the 

RTG which is close to the STS.   

  This is acceptable. However all works done by the Employer should be supervised by the 

Contractor and the Contractor should take responsibility for it. 

  

52 

Add  

Electrical control panel 

Considering the limitted space of E-room, electrical control panel will be open 

rack/panel. 

  This is acceptable. 

53 

Add 

The second language 

The buyer should make the translation into a second language according to the 

English texts which provided by XXX. 

  We confirm our requirements as in the Technical Specifications 

54 

Add 

RTG RCMS communication and related 

If the RTG use wireless radio for communication. Please provide the information of 

existing RCMS system and wireless devices on your port including working range, 

yard arrangement etc for our study. We will supply RCMS antennas on RTG and on 

top of the control room or on the light mast if necessary. But the power souce, wiring 

and installation of the antenna on top of the control room on the light mast should be 

provided by the buyer. 

  This is acceptable. However all works done by the Employer should be supervised by the 

Contractor and the Contractor should take responsibility for it. All further information will be 

delivered to the winner of the tender procedure 

 

55 

7.1 AUXILIARY DIESEL GENERATOR SET 

'-71 dB inside any point of the operator’s cabin 

-71 dB around the crane 

suggest 75dB insider operator's cabin 

100db around the crane 

 

the test position and shall be clarified 

  We can accept conditions as follows. Please remember that this is auxiliary power generator: 

“The enclosure must have damping insulation to obtain during normal work the sound 

emission on a level not higher than: 

-71 dB inside any point of the operator’s cabin 

-80 dB at one meter from any corner of diesel generator set when engine is running at 

maximum speed and full load.” 
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56 

ATTACHMENT E 

02 eRTG contract ATTACHMENT E 

TEST ON COMPLETION 

Page 88 

4. Field Tests 

4.3. Demonstration of brake torques and testing for thermal capacity. Each main hoist 

brake 

is to stop and hold the rated load from the maximum specified speeds with no 

regenerative or dynamic braking. 

We suggest randomly pick one crane to test each main hoist brake is to stop and hold 

the rated load from the maximum specified speeds with no regenerative or dynamic 

braking. Others static braking test is available after the manufacturer confirm the 

installation 

  We confirm our requirements in the Technical Specifications 

57 

18 training 

The crane:  

-minimum twenty days training for electricians, five days for one of the four groups  

-minimum twelve days for mechanics, three days for one of four group of mechanics 

The spreader:  

- minimum four days training, one day for one of four groups. The training shall be 

provided by the manufacturer of the spreader.  

The hoist ropes:  

- minimum four days training, one day for one of four groups of mechanics. The training 

day should last for eight hours including one 30 minute break. 

we propose training for the crane and ropes shall be combined in one term. Our 

mechnical and electrical engineer provide training at Buyer's site for one term for 3 

weeks. 

  The issues about the terms of training can be agreed later a few weeks before the takeover. 

58 

3.1 Inside portal clearance----24,35-25,2m 

Overall maximum width of RTG (Ground Level, without cable reel and guide) 

-----27,84m 

Inside portal clearance(ground lever)----23.8m 

Overall maximum width of RTG (Ground Level, without cable reel and guide)-----

28m 

According to the specification Page 38: the layout of the yard, XXX believes that it 

will not effect the crane and yard common work. 

  Unfortunately, our facilities don not allow such modification to the cranes dimensions 
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59 

7.1 In emergency situation the auxiliary diesel unit should be replaceable with a diesel unit 

which will have enough power to normal operation work. The suitable brackets should be 

installed. 

The auxiliary diesel generator must be installed inside weatherproof enclosure fixed on the 

height which allows easy access from ground level for maintenance. 

It will be a great price different, if the auxiliary diesel unit can be replaceable with a 

diesel unit which have enough power to normal operation work. For XXX will design 

the crane base the bigger engine. Meanwhile, with the bigger engine, the engine room 

can not be under the sill beam for space limit, which is a convenience for 

maintenance.  XXX proposes to cancel this situation from the crane's usages. 

  We don’t require the functionality of replacement with full power diesel generator. 

7.1 ….In emergency situation the auxiliary diesel unit should be replaceable with a diesel unit 

which will have enough power to normal operation work. The suitable brackets should be 

installed….. 

 

60 

7.1 71 dB around the crane 

Usually, it can be 80DB around the crane. There will be price difference if the 

purchaser insist 71DB. 
 

  Please see our answer No 55. 

61 

7.1 The diesel fuel tank should be part of the base frame of the enclosure. 

XXX propose to make diese fuel tank in the sill beam, for the space limit between the 

ground and the sill beam, no enough space for the base frame type tank. 
 

  This is acceptable solution. 

62 

7.2.3 There must be at least four locking position of wheels, controlled from driver’s cabin: 

- All wheels fixed in gantry travel direction used during normal RTG operation 

- All wheels fixed at 90 degree for gantry cross travel to other stacks 

- All wheels fixed at 45º for parking position and the crane can’t gantry travel 

- All wheels fixed in such position that drive system can make spin turn around crane 

vertical axle 

XXX crane have this type of the park mode: two wheels at 90° while other two wheels 

at origin 0°position, so 45 degrees position is no need. 

  This is acceptable solution. 


